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range after range of mountains,
year after year after year,
i am still in love

G.Snyder





To set out, as Peace Pilgrim did on the first day
of 1953, with nothing more than her singel outfit,
whose pockets contained "a comb, a folding
toothbrush, a ballpoint pen, copies of her message
and her current correspondence,"While the economy
was booming and capitalism was becoming enshrined
as a sacrament of freedom, she has dropped out of
the money economy- she never carried or used money
for the rest of her life. She says of the lack of
material possessions, "think of how free i am! If i
want to travel, i just stand up and walk away.
There is nothing to tie me down."

Rebecca Solnit in: Wanderlust- a history of
walking p.71





i have two doctors, my left leg and my right. When
body and mind are out of gear (and those twin parts
of me live at such close quarters that the one
always catches the melancholy from the other) I know
that I shall have only to call in my doctors and i
shall be well again... My thoughts start out with me
like blood-stained mutineers debauching themselves
on board the ship they have captured, but i bring
them home at nightfall, larking and tumbling over
each other like happy little boy scouts at play.

-G.M. Trevelyan. "Walking" in R. Solnit p.141.



It's the unpredictable events between official
events that add up to a life, the incalcuable that
gives it value. Both rural and urban walking have
for two centuries been prime ways of exploring the
unpredictable and the incalculable, but they are
now under assault on many fronts.

The multiplication of technologies in the name of
efficiency is actually eradicating free time by
making it possible to maximize the time and place
for production and minimize the unstructured travel
time in between. New timesaving technologies make
most workers more productive, not more free, in a
world that seems to be accelerating around them. I
like walking because it is slow, and i suspect that
the mind, like the feet, works at about three miles
an hour. If this is so, then modern life is moving
faster than the speed of thought, or
thoughtfulness. -R.Solnit p.21





there's all sorts of walking- from heading out across the

desert in a straight line to a sinuous weaving through

undergrowth. Descending rocky ridges and talus slopes is a

speciality in itself. It is an irregular dancing- always

shifting- step of walk on slabs an scree. The breath and

eye are always following this uneven rhythm. It is never

paced or clocklike, but flexing- little jumps- sidesteps-

going for the well-seen place to put a foot on a rock, hit

flat, move on- zigzagging along and all deliberate. The

alert eye looking ahead, picking the footholds to come

while never missing the sept of the moment. The body-mind

is so at one with this rought world that it makes these

moves effortlessly once it has had a bit of practice. The

mountain keeps up with the mountain.

Gary Snyder- Blue mountains constantly walking in R.Solnit

p. 97









FRONT LINES

The edge of the cancer
swells against the hill- we feel

a foul breeze-
And it sinks back down.
The deer winter here
A chainsaw growls in the gorge.

Ten wet days and the log trucks stop,
The trees breathe.
Sunday the 4-wheel jeep of the
Realty Company brings in
Landseekers, lookers, they say
To the land,
Spread your legs.

The jets crack sound overhead, it's OK here;
Every pulse of the rot at the heart
In the sick fat veins of Amerika
Pushes the edge up closer-

A bulldozer grinding and slobbering
Sideslipping and belching on top of
The skinned-up bodies of still-live bushes
In the pay of a man
From town.

Behind is a forest that goes to the Arctic
And a desert that still belongs to the Piute
And here we must draw
Our line.

- G.Snyder in Turtle Island









Rhytm is originally the rhytm of the feet. Every
human being walks, and since he walks on both legs
with which he strikes the ground in turn and since
he only moves if he continues to do this, whether
intentionally or not, a rhythmic sound ensues...
Animals too have their familial gait; their rhytms
are often richer and more audible than those of
men; hoofed animals flee in herds; like regiments
of drummers. The knowledge of the animals by which
he was surrounded, which treatened him and which
he hunted, was man's oldest knowledge. He learnt
to know animals by the rythm of their movement.
The earliest writing he learned to read was that
of their tracks; it was a kind of rhythmic
notation imprinted on the soft ground...

-Elias Caneti, Crowds and Power in R.Solnit





















soaked up in screens
in a railway station
all the waiters for a train come late
lined up to get their dreams fulfilled...
staring in vain
soaked up in screens
staring screams of attention
inspiration leaks
when attention is bleak
staring at a screen
synonymous for inspirationlesness
the dreams that can be attained
through this
drowned by forgetfulnessness

i try to capture movement
in vain

keep on walking
keep on walking
keep on walking




